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mil rf .ra + 7=72t, then what is f "-1 ll'# x" \ x)

(A) 3 (B) 4

(c) s (D) 6

1 L

lx' -3x -281 l2x' -t7x +2ll'

1.

(B) (2x' -5x -16l

Select the equivalent of@

f.^:i1-1LgJ

m

(A)

(A) 1

(c) 100

1

-

(2x' -5x -L2l

t1
(c) @ (D) W_nl
Which of the following figures is obtained by joining

mid-points of adjacent sides of a rectangle of sides

ScmandGcm?

(A) A rectangle of area 24 cmz.

(B) A square of area 25 cmz.

(C) A trapezium of area 24 cmz.

(D) A rhombus of area 24 cmz.

what is the vatue o, (ez'saz)' - (ez'+se)' ,
75.458-40.374

(B) 10

(D) looo
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,1tr Which of the following equations represents the given

graph ? .Y

(A) 2x+y=6 (B) y+2x+4=O

(C) 2(x-Ll+3y=4 (D) 2.x-3Y=$

lf y = 3" and'x' and'y' are both integers, which of the
following is equivalent to 3k + 3" x 3 ?

(A) y[v + 3) (B) y'+ 3

(c) 3y+3 (D) 3$+3)

@ The height of sand in a cylindrical box drops 3 inches

when 1 cubic foot of sand is poured out. What is the
diamete6 in inches, of the cylinder ?

24 48 32 48
(A) G (B) G (c) G (D) ;
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@ ABCD is a trapezium in which AB I I DC and AD = BC. tf
B q, R, S be respectively the mid-points of BA, BD and
CD, CA, then what is quadrilateral peRS ?

DRC

A *

(A) rhombus (B) rectangle

(C) parallelogram (D) square

The function f(r) = 35 + 15r represents the amount of
money, in Rupees, Mr. Ramesh earns for working r
hours. How much money does Mr. Ramesh earn for
working 25 hours ?

(A) t 7s (B) T 37s

(c) { 410 (D) { 12so

The adjacent sides of a parallelogram are 4 cm and 9 cm.
What is the ratio of its altitudes ?

(A) 16 : 81 (B) e:4
(c) 2 :3 (D) 3 :2
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m ln the given figure, pR is a diameter. Find the value of r

P

R

T
5

(A) t_00' (B) 110" (C) 120. (D) !40"

On plotting the points O (0, 0), A (5, O), B (5, 3) and
C (0, 3) and joining 04 Aq BC and CO, which of the
following figures is obtained ?

(A) Rhombus (B) Square

(C) Trapezium (D) Rectangle

The cross section of a prism LZ cm long, is a trapezlum
with the measurements shown. lf the volume of the
prism is 300 cm3, calculate the value of h.

12 em

h crn

6 cnr

m

(A) 5 cm

(c) 3 cm

(B) 6 cm

(D) 4 cm
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An equilateralAPQR is inscribed in a circle with centre O.

Find ZRQO.

(A) 60" (B) 1"2O" (C) 30" (D) 90"

Find ZBAC in the below given figure in which

AD=BD=CD'
A

6

(A) 60" (B) 50"

(C) 4A" (D) cannot find

Which of the following statement is true about a median
of a triangle ?

(A) lt divides the triangle into two triangles of equal area.

(B) lt divides the triangle into two congruent triangles.

(C) lt divides the triangle into two right triangles.

(D) lt divides the triangle into two isosceles triangles.

5
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17 ln the given figure if pe
then find y.

.ZA
nstse

lf sR, zseR = 25o, ZeRr 550,

(B) 150.

(D) 80.

p

s

@ n (++JG)'" -(.-Jc)'/'=kJd,then find k.

(A) 40"

(c) 50"

(A) e

(c) 7

(A) 2o1s

(c) zozt

m What is the vatue of
zotg'-zozs

(B) 8

(D) 6

20192 + 4O3S (zozo)
2016 2018 (zozr (zozz)

(B) 2ozo

(D) 2022

?
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zAnP-6.e crASS: e

tm ln the figure, AB lt cD ll EF and GH lt KL. choose the
measure of /HKL.

IL

l-l

A

C

E

B

K
p

F

(A) 85" (B) 13s" (c) 145. (D) 155"

E setect the fourth root of jsz_+Jzttal.

22

i5tvr.,ipr*ps Paper Code: UN4gz

(A) (r-Jl) (B) (r-f)
(c) (r-.-tr) (D) (ro-J7)
The sum and difference of two angles of a triangte are
128" and 22" respectively. find thJiggest angle of thetriangle.

(A) 52" (B) s3"
(c) 7s" (D) 83"
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d its sides are

@ lt 3b + 9 = l0 x 3,, then select the value of r.
(A) 3 (e) _2

(c) z (D) _s

E tn AABC, AB = 7.2cm, BC = A.8,AM1BC and CLIAB.lf C[ = 4 cm, find the measure of AM.

E The perimeter of a
in the ratio 25 : L7

(A) tz,ooo mz

(C) 9,000 m2

(A) 1.2 cm

(c) 4 cm

Paper Code: UN4/Z

triangles is 540 m an
: L2. Find its area.

(B) lqooo mz

(D) 8,ooo m2

(B) 8 cm

(D) 6 cm
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@ The acceleration of free fail on the moon is 1.6 m/s2and on the Earth is 10 m/s2. A rock has a mass of t0 kgon the Earth.

Which statement about the rock is correct ?
(A) lts mass on the Moon is 1.6 kg
(B) tts mass on the Moon is 10 kg

(C) lts weight on the Moon is zero
(D) tts weight on the Earth is 10 N

E A car of mass 800 kg is being driven arong a revet road.The engine suppries a forwaid force of 3600 N and thetotal resistive force is 2000 N.

2000 N

What is the acceleration of the car ?

(A) 2.0 m/s2 (B) 2.5 m/s2
(c) 4.5 m/s2 (D) 7.0 m/s2

@ A girl falls from a tree. What is the change of energybefore she hits the floor ?

(A) Gravitational potential energy _+ kinetic energy
(B) Gravitational potential energy _+ thermal energy
(C) Kinetic energy -+ gravitational potential energy
(D) Chemical potential energy _+ kinetic energy

" . ... -AgOt-Vt'tpthfoS
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E A man drives at a constant srpeed of 15 m/s from homefor 30 minutes. When he reaches the expressway, he
drives at a constant s
He then takes an exit
light for 2 minutes. Ca
journey.

(A) 12.7 m/s

(C) 18.3 m/s

peed of 25 m/s lor 20 minutes.
and comes to a stop at a traffic
lculate his average speed for his

(B) 15.e m/s

(D) 21..6 m/s
30 A bus accelerates forward from the position of rest. Asthe bus accelerates, the prrr"ng"rs lean backwards

slightly.

Which of the following is the cause in the given activity ?
(A) The bus is travelling too fast.
(B) The passengers are reaning in the wrong direction.
(C) The bus exerts a backward force on the passengers.
(D) The passengers rean back due to their initiar inertia

of rest.
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El The diagram given below shows a small car of mass
500 kg approaching a hill. lt moves up the hill with
uniform speed.

(o

10m

Mass 500 kg

lgnore friction and take the value of g to be 10 N/kg.
How much work is done in moving the car up the hill ?

(A) 6x103J (B) 5xl"0aJ

(C) 9xl-OsJ (D) TxtOGJ

A body moves in a straight line for 6 km in the east
direction, and then turns north and moves 8 km. The
total time of iourney is 2 h. What can be concluded
from the given information ?

(A) The total displacement of the body is 10 km

(B) The average speed of the body is 7 km h-l

(C) The average velocity of the body is 5 km h-1

(D) All of the above

E
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nstseE Given below are the safety measures used in vehiclesto reduce the negative effects of inertia on people

travelling in various vehictes.

Which of the above statements are correct ?
(A) (i), (ii) and (iv) only
(B) (ii), (iii), and (iv) onty

(C) (i), (iii) and (iv) only

(D) All of the above

Paper Code: UN49Z
^*oLYMpt]^[Ds

a

t

{t} areCushions tnfitted the car seats' headrests thatso
the force onexerted headthe when the car changes
motion notdoessuddenly cause thetoany injury head.

r)(r vehiclesHeavy like buses and trucks have restricted
limitsspeed to reduce the inertia.

Ail{ilt) mustpassengers wear beltsseat so that are notthey
thrown forward if the vehicles stops suddenly.(tv) Airbags help cushions the andimpact thereduce
damage to your body.
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Which energy conversion takes place when a guitar
string is plucked ?

(A) Potential energy + Kinetic energy + Heat energy

(B) Potential energ), + Kinetic energy + Sound energy

(C) Kinetic energy -+ Potential energy + Heat energy +

Sound energy

(D) Chemical energy -+ Potential energy + Kinetic energy

We have two different liquids 1 and 2 whose relative
densities are 0-75 and 1.0 respectively. lf we dip two
solid objects P and Q having relative densities 0.5 and
0.9 in these liquids, then

(A) Solid object P floats in liquid l- and Solid object Q
sinks in liquid 2

(B) Solid object P sinks in liquid L and Solid object Q
floats in liquid 2

(C) Solid object P floats in liquid 2 and Solid object Q
sinks in liquid 1

(D) Solid object P sinks in liquid 2 and Solid object Q
floats in liquid L
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is the best exampte of taw of conservation

(A) 12 g of carbon combines with 32 g of oxygen to form44 g of Ca,
(B) When 12 g of carbon is heated in a vacuum there isno change in mass

(C) A sample of air increases in volume when heatedat constant pressure but its ,rr, ,"rrins unaltered
(D) The weight of a piece of platinum is the same beforeand after heating in air
Read the table given below.

Which one is used

(A) Filter paper

to separate a rnencun/, ethanolmixture ?
(B) Distil!ation ftask

(C) Separating funnet (D) Centrifuge
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@ How many molecutes are present in 5.23 g of glucose
(molecular weight of glucose is 1g0) ?
(A) L.75 x i.022 molecules

(B) 17.5 x 10-22 molecules

(C) 17.5 x 1022 molecules

(D) 1-.75 x L0-22 motecules

Two chemical substaRces or reactants X and y combine
together to form a product Z which contains both X
and Y.

X and Y cannot be broken down into simpler substances
by simple chemical reactions.

Which of the above statements on I y and Zare correct ?
(A) (i), (ii) and (iii) onty

(B) (i), (ii) and (iv) onty

(c) (ii), (iii) and (iv) onty

(D) (i), (iii) and (iv) onty

. .,. -tu-Ot-Yt'tpl)^[Os
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{i} Zisacompound.
(ii) X and y are compounds.
(iii) X and Y are elements.
(iv) Z has a fixed compositlon

X+Y-+ 2
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50 ml of water is mixed with 50 ml of alcohol' The

total volume of the mixture is less than 100 ml' Identify

the reason.

(A) Alcohol does nct occuPY sPace'

(B) Water and alcohol can be mixed together'

(C) Water and alcohol particles move randomly'

(D) There are spaces between water and alcohol particles'

Molecules of phosphorus and ammonia respectively are

(A) monoatomic and triatomic

(B) monoatomic and diatomic

(C) tetra-atomic and triatomic

(D) tetra-atomic and tetra-atomic

The elements Present in AgNO, are

(A) lead, nitrogen and oxygen'

(B) silver, nitrogen and oxYgen'

(C) silver, nitrogen dioxide and oxygen"

(D) argon, nitrogen and oxYgen'
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43 O.2O2g of a.carbon compound, on combustion; gave
0.3619 of carbon dioxide and 0.47 g of water. Catculate
the percentage composition of carbon.

(A) 48.74% (B) 18.07 %

(c) 43.17 % (D) 42.L7 %

A chromatogram obtained by using 4 pure dyes - Red,
Green, Blue, Black and 4 unknown dyes B Q, R, S are
shown below.

Solvent front

Start line

Which sample contains red and green dyes ?

(A) P only (B) Q only

(C) R only (D) S only

m

q

OLYMPIF\DS Paper Cod.e : UN497
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I /tL IItJt Gas molecules at room temperature are able to move

at very high velocities. However, when a bottle of
perfume is opened at th€.end of a large room, it may

take several minutes before its smell can be detected at
the other end. Which option explains this phenomenon ?

(A) Random collisions among perfume molecules.

(B) !ncrease in space occupied by perfume molecules.

(C) Random collisions of perfume molecules and air
molecules.

(D) Attractive forces between the air and the perfume

molecules.
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46 Which is the foltowing is true about cell membrane ?

(i) lt is mainty composed of proteins and lipids.

(ii) lt aids in maintaining homeostasis in the cell'

(iii) Carbohydrates are present in least proportion'

(A) (i) and (ii) only (B) (ii) and (iii) onlv

(c) (iii) and (i) only (D) (i), (ii), and (iii)

Which option is not a function of integumentary system ?

(A) lt regulates bodY temPerature

(B) lt rnaintains cell fluid

(C) lt helps in the synthesis of vitamin D

(D) lt provides oxygen, nutrients, and hormones to muscles

Which of the following statements are true about
intercropping ?

m

@

(A) (i) and (ii) only

(c) (i) and (iii) only

(B) (ii) and (iii) onlY

(D) (i), (ii), and (iii)

q

n*
oLYMPU^\DS
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(i)

{ii)

tiii)

ln inter*rapping, crops are planted in a fixed pattern.

lntercrapping is a systematic modifkation ol mixed

crapping.
lntercrapping allows dilferent crops ta be harvested

ond thre s he d s e parate lY
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@ The group of diseases caused by bacteria are
(A) Cholera, typhoid, mumps

(B) Diptheria, leprosy, plague

(C) Tetanus, tuberculosis, measles

(D) Malaria, mumps, poliomyelitis

@ Where are fats stored in human body ?

(A) Dictyosome

(C) Peroxisome

(B) Glyoxysome

(D) Lysosome

^an5tse

I
-. ." ".^, -1\LoLyMptr[Ds

5t

(A) Bones (B) Cartitage
(C) Adipose tissue (D) Cuboidal Epithelium
what will happen if the sebaceous grands fair to function ?
(A) The skin will become rough and dry.

(B) The skin turns dark because of more meranin secretion.
(C) The hair growth declines.

(D) The body will not be able to regulate the body
temperature.

Whlch cell organelle !s responsible for autolysis ?
52
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Gil Match the two columns.

(A) P- (iii); Q- (ii); R- (iv); s- (i)

(B) P- (ii); Q- (iii); R- (i); s- (iv)

(c) P - (ii); Q- (iii); R - (iv); s - (i)

(D) P - (i); Q- (ii); R- (iv); s - (iii)

@ Observe the picture of seaweeds given below.

A,
owvrp}"fos Paper Code: UN49Z

Seaweeds helps in healthy functioning of thyroid gland,
as they are rich sources of:

(A) Flourine (B) todine

(C) Bromine (D) Chlorine

/Di 5a praphyte trj Syn.:biotic associaticn of fungiwith plant roots

{ai Pa ra s ite {ii) Decompositian af d*ad organir nrate rials

tRi Liche ns iii;) Living on living p{anrs or animals

{s} tu4ye o:'rhiza {!v} Symbiotlc association of algae and fungi
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rqTl which celtorganelle.is composed of a series of
t-:,

throughout the cytoplasm that function

ffi
channels
s in the

transPort of molecules ?

(A) Cell wall

(B) Lysosomes

(C) EndoPlasmicreticulum

(D) ChloroPlast

t-. I
lzzlH
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E Which option is the mirror image of itself ?

(A)

(c)

(B)

Paper Code: UN497
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(D) None of these

Read the statement and conclusions.

Statement : Today l't January 2023 is a Sunday.

Conclusion (1) : 8th March 2023 is a Wednesday.

Conclusion (2) : 8th July 2023 is a Saturday.

Choose the correct option.

(A) Conclusion (1) is True and Conclusion (2) is False

(B) Conclusion (1) is False and Conclusion (2) is True

(C) Conclusion (1) and Conclusion (2) both are False

(D) Conclusion (1) and Conclusion (2) both are True

!n the circuit shown, how many switches need to be

closed to light up one bulb ?

tl

(A) One

(C) Three

(B) Two

(D) Four

I
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Stotement:

The education minister discussed the importance of

flexibility in the education system and regretted that

the curriculum had not been revised to match the

.n""ti"t needs of students and the education system'

Courses of oction:

(l) The education system should be made moreflexible'

(ll) The curriculum should be revised periodically'

Choose the correct oPtion

(A) Only ll follows (B) Either I or llfollows

(C) Both I and tlfollow (D) Neither I nor llfollows

Refer the shape Y and shape Z' How many times does

shape Y need to be repeated in order to fill shape Z

compfetelV without overlapping and leaving any gaps

in between ?

(A) 7

(c) s

(B) 8

(D) 6
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